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BookBuyers Monterey 

"Used Books & More"

Formerly the Bookworm, this excellent used bookshop in New Monterey

has been given a makeover with new decor, lighting and custom cases for

paperbacks and books-on-tape. BookBuyers buys and trades books daily

and has reasonable prices. Centrally located near Cannery Row, the

bookstore specializes in John Steinbeck and literature on Monterey Bay

Area.

 +1 831 375 4208  www.bookbuyers.com/  600 Lighthouse Avenue, Monterey CA
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Recycled Records 

"Twenty-five Years Running"

For over a quarter of a century, this used record shop has been a favorite

amongst locals. It has won Coast Weekly's award for "best used record

shop" several times and it continues to rotate its stock on a regular basis.

The easy listening selection is impressive, and the place is now actually

half CDs and half records. You can even bring in your old turntable and

exchange it for cash. This is a neat little shop that also sells videos and

posters. Prices are very reasonable.

 +1 831 375 5454  604 Lighthouse Avenue, Monterey CA
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Vinyl Revolution 

"Cheap Vinyl"

This small used-record shop stocks a variety of vinyl and features a huge

cheap-o bin where the records are five for a buck. There is no better deal

than that. It is a great spot for eccentric collectors. It also features an

adequate selection of rock, punk and easy listening albums. Old posters

adorn the walls and everything is for sale. This is the quintessential hole in

the wall, where you wind up finding that special something.

 +1 831 646 9020  vinyl-rev.com/  309 Forest Avenue, Pacific Grove CA
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Chatter Baux Children's Shoppe 

"Children's Consignment"

This second hand children's shop is a favorite among Pacific Grove.

Everyone knows, children grow like weeds, so their wardrobes need a

constant update. So bring those high water pants in for consignment and

pick up quality, gently used clothing to replace last years, now ill-fitting

pants. The first week of the month Chatter Baux Children's Shoppe offers

their special dollar days with 90-day inventory just one dollar!

 +1 831 647 8701  www.chatterbauxshoppe.c

om

 alexsandra@chatterbauxsh

oppe.com

 157 Fountain Avenue, Pacific

Grove CA
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Reincarnation 

"Vintage Flare"

Breathing new life into gently used clothes, Reincarnation has some of the

most unique finds in the area. Find vintage flapper silk dresses or a classic

leather jacket to add to your wardrobe. Think estate sale purchases and

lovely vintage 50's frocks and you've got a clear picture of what this

charming little shop is like. The owner, Nancy is happy to help you build a

complete outfit or pick out the perfect piece to compliment your outfit.

 +1 831 649 0689  214 17th Street, Pacific Grove CA
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